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Newsletter Team: Charlotte DuChene, Aileen Merriam, Judy Kennedy. Thanks to contributors of articles and 

illustrations and to those who collate and distribute the newsletter.

The Newsletter Team encourages our readers to send in their story ideas and feedback on articles in the

newsletter. Contact KLA@KennebecLake.ca.

Newsletter Call for Volunteers! We are looking for one or two people to join our writing team. No extensive 

experience is required. We would love to have you share your ideas and experiences with us and our readers.

If you would like to take part in the KLA Newsletter, which comes out three times a year, please contact Judy

Kennedy at 613-335-3606 or jakennedy002@hotmail.com.

Well folks, how about this spring and summer! I

guess we have a few things to talk about, and hopefully

marvel at, in terms of our good fortune as we enjoy the

hot and hazy days of summer.

In these unprecedented times, you might well 

wonder, What good fortune? Well, think about it. As 

we work to persevere, Mother Nature has thrown just

about everything she has at us with the COVID-19 

pandemic and all that entails: social distancing, face

masks and trying to flatten the curve. We are blessed

as a community with people who seek to understand

and act responsibly, not only for themselves but also for

families, friends and neighbours.

As if that wasn’t enough, in our area, along came the

Gypsy Moth, and that has been an adventure. Five

weeks of voracious defoliation of our hard- and soft-

wood trees to a point of despair! It was devastating, but

now the caterpillars have disappeared. Now the moths

are here; and while annoying, they are not themselves

harmful, and soon they, too, will be gone. The good

news is that our hardwoods are coming back and have

seemed to survive this year’s attack. Not sure about the

pines just yet, but let’s hope for the best.

With all of this, we have been afforded some pretty

spectacular weather! The past several weeks have

been the kind of days we dream about for cottage visits:

hot, humid, stay-in-the-water weather. The long-range

forecast for the balance of the summer looks like more

of the same, so let’s all enjoy it.

A notable disappointment this year due to the pan-

demic was our need to cancel our popular Canada Day/

Independence Day Flotilla and BBQ. It was inspiring to

see that despite the cancellation, there were still a num-

ber of enthusiastic boaters out on the water on July 1

with decorated boats flying the Canadian flag! To our

American friends with property on the lake — we miss

you and wish you well in these difficult times.

We also cancelled our 2020 Annual General Meet-

ing, also due to COVID-19. Our AGM is an important

opportunity for us to get together and review our past

year and look ahead to the next as an association. The

AGM is always very well attended and has traditionally

been the major event of the year. As such, it is the time

when almost half of membership fees are collected. As

you can imagine, without this event, we are somewhat

financially down right now, and I would therefore re-

spectfully ask if you haven’t yet paid your 2020 dues,

please go to our website at www.KennebecLake.ca and

click on JOIN NOW! in order to take advantage of our

newly arranged ease of payment by credit card.

As we look at what we have here on Kennebec Lake

and the remarkable benefits this lake affords us, let’s 

always remember that we are all stewards of our lake’s

health and the ecosystem it supports. Let’s all have a

wonderful time for the rest of our summer enjoying the

heat and the lake activities, but let’s continue to be safe

and responsible!

— Doc Maiorino, Chair, KLA

Weathering the Summer of  2020



What Is FOCA?

FOCA is an acronym for the Federation of Ontario

Cottagers’ Associations, the umbrella group represent-

ing cottager and property owner organizations through-

out Ontario.

From humble begin-

nings in 1963, with 125

individual members,

FOCA has grown to the

point where member-

ship now numbers over

500 groups and 50,000

families from all across Ontario cottage country.

Originally founded with the intention of providing 

individual associations with a collective voice when in-

teracting with the many provincial/federal authorities

and agencies that are a necessary part of cottage life,

FOCA has often managed over many years and many

issues to be “at the table” when individual or local 

associations could not.

While the specific issues in which FOCA has been

involved over time have certainly evolved, a common

theme remains the same: the protection of our water-

front resources for the benefit and enjoyment of our chil-

dren and that of future generations for years to come.  

Resources

With the intention of providing support for local 

associations in efforts to educate and inform their mem-

bers and communities, FOCA is committed to the pro-

duction of resource materials on topics such as climate

change, water quality, cottagers and rural economics,

shoreline preservation, invasive species and many

other topics of high interest. These materials are avail-

able to associations and individuals alike and are often

provided at no cost. 

For cottagers, one of the most important services

from FOCA is the Lake Partner Program, operated in

conjunction with the Dorset Environmental Science

Centre of the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation

and Parks (MOECP). This program provides participat-

ing lake associations with a capacity to regularly submit

water samples in order to monitor their water quality. 

Assessment results are published annually and are

available online. We are all grateful to Peter and Gloria

Smiley, who have managed our lake association’s 

involvement in this program for more than ten years. 

Additional offerings

through FOCA include

workshops, such as

the popular “Keeping

the Cottage in the

Family,” and the regu-

lar fall and spring sem-

inars, the latter event

in conjunction with the FOCA Annual General Meeting.

FOCA is managed by a volunteer board and a full-

time staff of three out of its office in Peterborough. Hav-

ing a knowledgeable and responsive staff has provided

cottager organizations with the resources to undertake

issues and concerns that otherwise would be prohibitive

for local volunteer associations to address.

Member Benefits

The Kennebec Lake Association is a member of

FOCA, and this means that members of the KLA are

also individual members of FOCA. This entitles all of

you to fully access available FOCA member benefits. In

addition to published materials, this also includes highly

favourable cottage, home and car insurance rates from

the Cottage First Insurance Program offered by Cade

Insurance; and price reductions from other partners

such as Cottage Life magazine, DockinaBox, Coleman

outdoor products and the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

Another high-value service is the information pro-

vided through the FOCA “Elerts,” regular online newslet-

ters alerting cottagers to pending items and issues of

interest, while sharing progress in working toward over-

coming common challenges in waterfront living.  

Perhaps the FOCA resource most often cited as its

most valuable is the website: www.foca.on.ca. I would

encourage everyone who has not been on the site to

give it a try. All of the member services and benefits are

clearly outlined in a reader-friendly manner, as are the

procedures for signing up to receive FOCA Elerts and

for accessing the member-only portions of the website. 

FOCA — A Primer

If you are a member of the KLA, you are a member of FOCA
by Terry Kennedy, former FOCA President

Short-Term Rentals

Several properties on the lake are currently being offered as short-term rentals. If you are choosing to rent

your cottage, we encourage you to read the FOCA comments and useful tips.

If your home is far from your cottage, it is helpful to have someone nearby as a contact person to act as a

greeter and problem solver. We also suggest that it might be beneficial to leave our Lake Etiquette and Watercraft

Etiquette brochures in a prominent place in your cottage; find them at http://KennebecLake.ca.

Enjoy your cottage and help both your guests and your neighbours enjoy their time at the lake as well.
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Leaf  Them Be!
by Aileen Merriam

Many ask themselves what they should do with fall leaves; others wonder

why they are considered a problem around a cottage.

Leaves are, after all, a valuable natural resource that, when decomposed,

feed the trees and other plants and support the fungal mat that plays a large

part in keeping nutrients out of the lake water. If we take away the leaves every

year, we gradually deplete the soil of nutrients and starve our trees and other

plants. And it takes a very long time to release more nutrients from the rocks!

Here on the Precambrian Shield, leaf compost is important to help create

soil that is in short supply. 

If the leaves and their nutrients are allowed to get into lakes and streams,

the nutrients they carry will use up oxygen in the water to decompose. When

the oxygen is used up, the leaves, decomposing without oxygen, produce sulfur

compounds, contributing to a rotten egg smell and slimy muck. As well, the 

nutrients released by decomposition promote unwanted algal and other plant

growth, which in turn dies and uses up oxygen. 

Burning leaves removes not only the nutrients but also the carbon com-

pounds that should be allowed to improve the soil. It puts carbon dioxide into the air, and we know what that does!

If a lawn is a must at your cottage, you will have a lawn mower. Use it to mulch the leaves and let them decom-

pose in place. If leaves are considered a problem on your driveway, for example, move them into the trees — free

fertilizer and soil conditioner. 

Tidy is not always a good thing. Perhaps we should relax and let nature do the recycling? We are, after all, 

at the lake.

Friends of  Arden Activities
by Judy Kennedy

The Covid-19 situation has limited our group’s activities.

The footbridge in the recreation park at the south end of

Arden village is usable. Railings for the north ramp are in

progress, and the south ramp should be completed by fall. We

encourage you to enjoy a good walk in the park.

The Matson Mile hiking trail to the Pike’s Peak, which starts

in the park, will trimmed as soon as temperatures are cooler.

The Kennebec Wilderness Trails are in reasonable condi-

tion and can be accessed from Nordic Road, off Henderson

Road, north of Highway 7, or at 28786 Highway 7 opposite

Hughes Road. Some grass cutting and mulching have taken

place. Additional grass cutting will be undertaken once the 

extreme heat subsides. If you are a Geocacher, there are 12

caches on these extensive trails. We have received wonderful feedback from Cachers about the great job in setting

up the caches, the trail marking and maintenance, footbridges and the beauty and mixed terrain of the 7-kilometre

trail network. The best few months of hiking are just ahead. Maps and QR code are available at each of the Trail-

head signs on Nordic Road and Highway 7.

C4 Country Convenience Comes to Arden

Derek and Barbie Matson have opened the first phase of their Arden store, with takeout food listed in an exten-

sive fast-food menu suitable for meat-eaters and vegetarians alike. The food service is currently open Wednesday

to Sunday for lunch and dinner and is located on the Arden Road, 1 kilometre south of Highway 7.

Construction is underway for the grocery section, which should be completed by the end of the summer or 

earlier. Basic groceries will be available and possibly newspapers. The availability of gasoline will also be a huge

addition to our community, with the closest gas now over 20 kilometres away. 

We want Derek and Barbie to be successful and encourage you to try them out.                    — Judy Kennedy
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There have been reports that at least one pair of
loons has a chick on our lake this summer. With luck,
a chick hatched at the lake will fledge in the fall. 

Due to COVID-19, Bird Studies Canada initially
cancelled the 2020 Canadian Lakes Loon Survey. In
the meantime, the 2020 survey is open, but with re-
strictions. I have posted the details and associated
links to the Kennebec Lake website. Bird Studies
Canada has rebuilt their website. The new Loon Sur-
vey page contains links to interesting facts and read-
ing about loons. As the name suggests, Bird Studies
Canada deals with all types of birds. By visiting
https://www.birdscanada.org/, you will access many
resources, including other citizen science birding ini-
tiatives. Please refer to the details online for up-to
date information about the status and any restric-
tions. See also http://KennebecLake.ca/loons.

Bird Book Suggestions
Loon Magic by Tom Klein is a “must-read” for

dedicated loon aficionados of all ages. It is available
in a portable, softcover edition, with black-and-white
illustrations, or as a coffee-table book with beautiful

colour photos. This book gives you a detailed under-
standing of the story of our loons, their behaviours
and some of the challenges they face. 

Bird lovers will also enjoy The Avian Ark by Kit
Chubb. The Avian Ark (aka Avian Care and Research
Foundation) was a charitable foundation and hospital
in Verona, Ontario, where Kit Chubb and her husband
rehabilitated injured wild birds for some 28 years.
In her book, Kit Chubb relates a series of stories
about birds she helped rehabilitate. Once you start
reading, you’ll find it difficult to put the book down.

If you would like to learn more about our local 
waterfowl and shorebirds, pick up a copy of Being a
Bird in North America, North of Mexico, Volume
One, Waterfowl to Shorebirds by Robert Alvo. This
book focuses on the conservation of the birds it 
covers. It will help you learn what distinguishes the
different species through short stories and humor-
ous cartoons as well colour photos.

As always, send your nature observations, stories
and photos to KLA@KennebecLake.ca. Have a nice
summer enjoying your natural surroundings, and
please stay safe while doing it.

The 2021 Kennebec Lake calendar is the 11th cal-

endar KLA has produced. A limited number of copies of

the calendar are available for $10 each, tax included. 

Calendars will be available for pickup at the home of

Judy and Terry Kennedy. Contact them at 613-335-3606

to arrange a time. Please be prepared to pay cash or

cheque when you pick up your order. For details on pay-

ing by e-transfer, visit http://KennebecLake.ca/2021.

Reserve calendars at KLA@KennebecLake.ca. The

calendar photos are by Angelo Bivi, Emily Buller, Noreen

Dertinger, J. Edwards, Joan Featherston, Colin Freeman,

Christine MacKenzie, Mike McIntosh, Gloria Smiley and

Elia Vieira. Preview the photography and captions

at http://KennebecLake.ca/2021. Dates for key KLA

events, such as the AGM, Flotilla and Winter Fun Day,

and other important dates are indicated in the calendar.

Thank you to everyone who contributed photos. To

submit a photo for consideration for posting on the web-

site or 2022 KLA calendar, reviewed by a committee,

please visit http://KennebecLake.ca/photos, or send an

email to KLA@KennebecLake.ca. All photos must have

been taken by you, or you must have the permission of

the photographer to submit it. 

—Noreen Dertinger

Loon Survey and Birding During COVID-19
by Noreen Dertinger

2021 Kennebec Lake Calendars

Kennebec Lake Clothing
We hope to receive the clothing order in early to

mid-August. If you ordered clothing, you will be noti-

fied of its arrival and may pick it up at the Kennedy

residence, 28436 Highway 7.           — Judy Kennedy

Loon Nest Update: Darren Hocking confirmed that as of Sunday, July 12, a pair of loons were still

tending to, and sitting on, a nest on the north side of Green Island in the east basin. 
Darren also forwarded an article from the Ottawa Sun, indicating that this has been a bad year for

loons because of black flies. A small black fly (not the ones that attack humans) swarmed loons this spring,
driving many off their nests, and therefore their eggs did not hatch. Many loons have re-laid eggs in a
second nest, and the black flies are now finished. Hopefully some chicks will hatch and be strong and 
mature enough to manage a migratory flight south this winter. 
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WATERCRAFT ETIQUETTE

Be Responsible — Be Considerate

Respect Your Neighbours
• Sound travels easily over water. Loud music, loud engines, loud voices, etc., are not welcomed by all. 

Many come to the lake for peace and tranquility.

• Operating your watercraft near docks and beaches could intrude on the safety and privacy of 

property owners.

Bridge and Channel
• While traveling under the bridge, remember it is a No Wake Zone due to the boat launch.

• Moving through the east and west channels is restricted to a maximum of 10 km/hr (6 mph) to protect 

the shoreline, moored boats and docks and wildlife.

Pass Slowly and Be Aware of the Effects of Your Wake
• Slow down and take a wide berth around other watercraft, especially small, non-motorized ones, so 

that you don’t rock them.

• Slowing down just a little causes a more disruptive “plowing wake.”

• Maximum legal speed within 30 metres (100 feet) of shore is 10 km/hr (6 mph) to protect shoreline 

vegetation, moored boats, docks and wildlife (see Transport Canada www.tc.gc.ca/eng/menu.htm).    

You are legally responsible for damage caused by your wake.

Always Be Respectful of

Wildlife and Natural Vegetation
• Allow wildlife, such as loons, a 

wide berth.

• Leave bedding fish alone and 

always keep ecosystems intact.

Keep It Clean
• Take your litter home. Please do 

not dispose of it in the lake or at

the boat launch.

• To prevent the introduction of 

invasive species, clean your boat, 

trailer and all equipment before 

placing it in a new body of water 

or returning it to your home lake.

• Ensure you handle gasoline 

carefully in order to keep it out 

of the lake. 

Be Cautious in New Areas
Take your time when you are in

areas with which you are unfamiliar.

Areas marked on this map indicate

dangerous submerged rock shoals or

stumps that we have encountered on

Kennebec Lake, but they may not

be all that are out there. It is the 

responsibility of boaters to check 

before speeding into waters that 

are unfamiliar.
This information is also available on the KLA

website: http://KennebecLake.ca.
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NATURE NOTES
GYPSY MOTHS — MOVING ON THE WIND

— Aileen Merriam  

Who eats them?
Many birds may feed on gypsy moth larvae; some •	
sources say cuckoos, chickadees, blue jays, grackles, 
nuthatches, phoebes and robins 
Small mammals such as white-footed mice, shrews, •	
squirrels, chipmunks and raccoons will prey on pupal 
cocoons

What do they eat? 
Gypsy moth larvae cause the destruction; adults •	
do not eat
Although larvae are said to prefer leaves of oaks •	
and other deciduous trees, they also feed heav-
ily on white pine and hemlock, many shrubs and 
hundreds of other plants such as ferns

Life Cycle
      In late summer, the white female moths lay a mass of tiny grey eggs close to where they 
themselves emerged from their pupal cases. The mass of eggs can be laid from the base to quite 
high in a tree. They are also laid in many other sites around your property, including on cars and 
other vehicles. Thus people may move egg masses and cocoons to distant new sites.           
 An egg mass can contain as many as 1000 eggs. Roughly oval, and 2-5 cm long by 0.5-2 cm 
wide, the mass is covered by the female with a coating of tan-coloured  hairs. 
       Egg masses overwinter where laid, and miniature 3 mm long, grey-black, hairy larvae hatch 
just	as	the	trees	start	to	put	out	new	leaves.	This	first	larval	stage,	called	an	instar,	may	remain	
on the egg mass for a few days, and then climb the trees to the tips of branches where they may 
start to feed on buds and leaves. As it moves up the tree, the young larva spins a silk thread, sus-
pends itself from it, and is easily picked up by the wind and carried to other host trees. 
Adapted for airborne travel, the first instars are the main natural dispersal stage of the 
gypsy moth.
          Older larvae are hairy, black or brownish, with two rows of large spots down the 

back—five	blue	pairs,	followed	by	six	pairs	of	red.	To	become	bigger,	larvae	must	periodi-
cally	discard	their	exoskeleton	and	grow	a	new,	larger	one.		After	about	eight	weeks,	males	
reach	maturity	in	their	fifth	instar,	and	are	4-5	cm	long.	Females	mature	in	their	sixth	
instar,	when	they	are	6-7	cm	long.	Mature	larvae	find	a	resting	place,	usually	on	a	tree	trunk	
or in the leaf litter, where they rest and surround themselves with a silken nest in which to 
pupate. The pupa is dark brown with reddish hairs. 

     The moth emerges as an adult after developing inside the pupal case for about 2 weeks.  European gypsy 
moth	females	cannot	fly.	They	crawl	around	close	to	where	they	emerge	and	emit	pheromones	to	attract	the	grey-
brown,	flying	males.	Almost	immediately	after	mating,	the	female	deposits	her	eggs.

Larva on silk thread

 Pupal case

 Gypsy moth, Lymantria dispar dispar, is an invasive forest pest 
from Europe. Deliberately brought into the USA in the 1870s to try to 
start a silkworm industry, it escaped from captivity. It slowly spread out 
from Massachusetts, reaching	eastern	Canada	around	1924.	It	was	first	
detected in Ontario in 1969.

 Adult female laying eggs
 Photo: Noreen Dertinger

 All around Kennebec Lake, this summer of 2020, we are seeing caterpillars in large numbers de-
foliate our trees. What is this non-native, destructive, invasive species? The following is in the spirit of 
“know your enemy.”

So what can we do?
 The short answer is very little. Some suggestions were discussed in the December 2019 newsletter. To 
date	no	control	methods	have	been	completely	successful	and	some	harm	beneficial	species.
 In the early 1990s, for a number of years, the area surrounding Kennebec Lake had one of the worst 
outbreaks	of	gypsy	moths	in	Ontario.	Wide	areas	were	defoliated;	many	trees	were	killed.	Fortunately,	after	the	
last outbreak, nature took over the job of repairing the damage to the forest. Dead trees fell and decomposed and 
other trees and shrubs took their place. 
 As devastating as the current outbreak is, we can take comfort in how relatively quickly, and thoroughly, 
the	forest	recovered	after	the	last	outbreak.	By	2019,	no	one	would	have	believed	the	extent	of	defoliation	in	the	
1990s.


